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A. Circle the letter of the correct answer. 

1. The Philippine archipelago has this many islands 

 a. 7,700  b. 7,107  c. 7,100 

2. It is the place where Spanish authorities executed Filipinos to death, including our national 

 hero, Jose Rizal. 

 a.   Fort Santiago  b.   Balintawak  c.   Rizal Park 

3. The Father of the Philippine Revolution is 

 a.   Jose Rizal  b.   Emilio Aguinaldo c.   Andres Bonifacio 

4. Rizal Park is also known as the following, except: 

 a.   Balintawak  b.   Bagumbayan  c.   Luneta Park 

5. The first Philippine revolution took place in: 

 a.   Fort Santiago  b.   Balintawak  c.   Rizal Park 

6. The historical significance of Fort Santiago or Intramuros are the following, except: 

 a.   It is the battle ground where Filipino soldiers fought for freedom against the Spaniards. 

 b.   It served as a prison site for captured Filipino soldiers. 

 c.   It is the place where the Philippine Independence was declared. 

 *Side Fact:  Did you know that Fort Santiago was originally a wooden fort built by Rajah    

   Sulaiman even before the Spanish arrived? 

7. The following are historical places in Manila except: 

 a.   Rizal Park  b.   Fort Santiago  c.   EDSA Shrine 
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8. The historical significance of Aguinaldo Shrine are the following, except: 

 a.   It is the residence of General Emilio Aguinaldo. 

 b.   It is the place where General Aguinaldo declared war against the Spaniards. 

 c.   It is the place where the Philippine Independence was declared. 

9. Philippine Independence was declared on 

 a.   June 12, 1998  b.   June 12, 1889  c.   June 12, 1898 

10. EDSA Revolution I or People Power Revolution I was successful in removing which 
 President? 

 a.   Joseph Estrada  b.   Ferdinand Marcos  c.   Gloria Arroyo 

B. True or False.   Write T if True and F if false. 

_________ 1. Fort Santiago in Manila is known as the "Walled City" of Intramuros. 

_________ 2. The Spaniards, Japanese and Americans made use of the Fort Santiago as a 

   prison site for captured Filipino soldiers. 

________ 3. In the Bonifacio Monument, the 3 steps leading to the monument represent 

   the 30 years of Spanish rule.  

________ 4. Bonifacio Monument in Balintawak shows 8 rays of the sun the symbolizing 

   the first 8 provinces that fought against the Spaniards during the revolution. 

________ 5. The national flag was first raised and the national anthem was first played in 

   Rizal Park. 

________ 6. People Power II was not as strong and as moving as People Power I. 

________ 7. EDSA Revolution successfully put an end to the 20 year dictatorship of  

   Ferdinand Marcos through a bloody revolution. 

________ 8. EDSA known as Epifanion de los Santos Avenue is the longest avenue in  

   Metro Manila. 
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C. Draw a happy face if the action is correct and a sad face if not. 

_________ 1. Patty finished her drink and cannot find a single trash can while   
   strolling in Intramuros.  Since she tried her best to find a trash can and could 
   not find one,  she decided to leave the plastic cup on the floor. 

_________ 2. Patty saw someone writing on the wall of Fort Santiago,  she scolds the  
   person and tells him he should never do that. 

_________ 3. The restroom in EDSA Shrine is full of writings.  Patty decided to write her  
   name as well anyway it is full of writings and drawings already. 

_________ 4. Patty proudly tells her cousin visiting from the US what is the story behind Fort 
   Santiago and Rizal Park. 

_________ 5. Patty visited the Aguinaldo Mansion in Cavite.  She wanted to know how the 
   kitchens of the olden days looked like and went inside the kitchen even if it is 
   off limits.  She just took a close look but didn't touch anything. 

D. Answer in a complete sentence. 

1. What is the importance of visiting and knowing the historical places in the Philippines? 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why should we be proud of the EDSA Revolution I? 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 
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Answer Key: 

A. 

1. b  6. c 

2. c  7. c 

3. c  8. b 

4. a  9. c 

5. b  10. b 

B. 

1. T  5. F 

2. F  6. T 

3. F  7. F 

4. T  8. T 

C. 

1. sad face 

2. sad face 

3. sad face 

4. happy face 

5. sad face 


